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Swords and Shields—
Prepayment Premiums 
In and Out of Bankruptcy
By Daniel J. Weiner and Ryan D. Heilman
Introduction

Current interest rates are at historic lows.
Commercial borrowers benefit from low
rates not only by taking out new loans but
also by refinancing old loans at new, lower
rates. To refinance, these borrowers use new
low-interest loans to pay off their old higher-
interest loans. However, many commercial
loans impose a premium on prepayment.
Several legal issues have arisen in this 
situation. 

First, can a borrower avoid the prepay-
ment premium so that it can voluntarily refi-
nance and take full advantage of the lower
interest rates? Borrowers sometimes prepay
loans not to benefit from reduced interest
rates but because they have no choice—the
lender has accelerated the loan. The lender
may accelerate a loan for many reasons, but
almost all accelerations are triggered by the
borrower’s payment default. Ironically,
these defaulting borrowers are usually the
least able to prepay the principal and
accrued interest, let alone an additional 
prepayment premium. Second, can the 
borrower avoid paying the prepayment 
premium triggered solely by the lender’s
acceleration? Third, in either case, does
bankruptcy shield the debtor from the
lender’s prepayment premium sword?

Not surprisingly, the answer to the first
question is usually no, since borrowers may
not unilaterally breach their loan agreements
to benefit from lower interest rates without
paying a reasonable prepayment premium,
especially when such a premium is provided
for in the loan agreement. Surprisingly, the
answer to the second question is often yes,
but only if the prepayment premium is
unreasonably excessive.1 Predictably, the
answer to the third question depends not
only on the economics of the transaction but
also on the willingness of the particular
bankruptcy judge to balance the prebank-
ruptcy expectations of the parties with the
reorganizational bias accorded to commer-
cial debtors.

Either in or out of bankruptcy, unreason-
able or excessive prepayment premiums are
much less likely to be enforced, especially
where the prepayment results from the
lender’s acceleration. Furthermore, if the
lender drafts an excessive prepayment pre-
mium in its loan agreements, it risks wind-
ing up with no prepayment premium at all.
Thus, the larger the prepayment sword
wielded by the lender, the more likely a
court is to fully shield the borrower from its
thrust.

Description of Prepayment
Premiums and Their Economic
Function

Economic Rationale of Prepayment
Premiums
Prepayment premiums are typically intend-
ed to protect lenders against a drop in inter-
est rates. They compensate lenders if the
loan is prepaid when the market interest rate
is lower than the loan agreement’s interest
rate.2

Lenders require protection from decreas-
ing interest rates because otherwise a bor-
rower would always refinance and prepay
whenever interest rates fall. For example, a
hypothetical lender bargains for a loan
agreement at 10 percent interest for an eight-
year term. If the interest rates decrease and
the borrower prepays, the lender could
relend those funds for a similar term at only
7 percent. The 3 percent interest rate differ-
ential over the eight-year loan term repre-
sents the primary component of the lender’s
damages incurred because of the prepay-
ment.3 Thus, prepayment premiums are
designed to compensate a lender for the dif-
ference in the interest rate to which it is enti-
tled under the loan agreement and the inter-
est rate it could obtain on a similar loan after
prepayment.

A lender may claim additional damages
resulting from the delay between receiving
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the prepaid loan proceeds and relending
those proceeds to a new borrower, as well as
attendant administrative costs. While these
costs should be compensable, they are 
usually nominal relative to the size of the
loan and most prepayment premiums.4 In
addition, these costs are usually covered not
by prepayment premiums but by late fees
and default interest rates.5

Prepayment premiums can be viewed 
as shifting the risk of decreasing interest
rates from the lender to the borrower.6
Consequently, under a loan with a reason-
able prepayment premium, the borrower
assumes the risk of declining interest rates,
and the lender retains the risk of rising inter-
est rates.7

Reasonable prepayment provisions can
benefit both the lender and the borrower.
The lender benefits from the protection that
a reasonable prepayment premium provides
from decreasing interest rates. Theoretically
(in a perfectly competitive market), the
money saved by the lender is passed on to
the borrower in the form of lower loan rates.
The borrower also benefits from lowered
transaction costs associated with the easy
determination of the cost of prepaying the
loan, as opposed to litigating the lender’s
damages.8

Types of Prepayment Premiums

Fixed Premiums
Fixed premiums are not only prepayment
premiums based on fixed dollar amounts
but also those based on formulas that
depend only on information contained in the
loan documents themselves. In other words,
the loan documents “fix” the amount of the
prepayment premium without reference to
any extrinsic sources. Some of the more com-
mon prepayment premiums that fall under
this definition of a “fixed fee” include premi-
ums demanding the value of interest pay-
ments for a certain number of months after
prepayment, either fixed or dependent of the
remaining loan term, and premiums
demanding a certain percentage of the prin-
cipal balance remaining on the loan at the
time of prepayment.

Fixed prepayment fees typically have the
virtue of easy calculation. However, they are
inherently arbitrary estimates of a lender’s
damages resulting from the prepayment.
They fail to account for changes in interest

rates and will thus either over- or undercom-
pensate the lender.9

Yield Maintenance Premiums
In general. A yield maintenance premium is a
prepayment premium set by a formula
designed to approximate actual damages by
incorporating market interest rates as of the
time of prepayment. A lender’s damages
resulting from decreased interest rates can
be accurately estimated using a yield main-
tenance premium: the lender’s damages
equal the interest payments the lender
would have received under the loan agree-
ment minus the interest payments that the
lender could expect to receive by relending
the money in a similar loan at the current
market rate, discounted to present value.10

The market rate of interest. The most con-
troversial element of this yield maintenance
formula is the manner in which the market
rate of interest is determined. If a continu-
ously creditworthy borrower refinances a
loan, the refinancing rate could be consid-
ered as the presumptive market rate. If the
lender has not exited the relevant market,
the lender should know the market rate of
interest on similar loans at the time of pre-
payment. Alternatively, the borrower could
also sample other lenders’ rates offered for
similar loans.

Many lenders base the yield maintenance
rate on a U.S. Treasury bill yield with the
same or similar maturity. However, a
Treasury bill yield is always lower than com-
mercial loan yield due to the risk differential
between the two investments.

Yield maintenance premiums designed to
overcompensate lenders. Yield maintenance
premiums are not always designed to pro-
vide an accurate measure of damages; often,
they are designed to overcompensate the
lender. Typically, this is done by utilizing one
or more of four distortions.11

(1) Presuming a loss. Many lenders draft their
yield maintenance premium provisions
so the formula will always require a pre-
mium payment to the lender, even if
interest rates have risen. However, the
lender benefits whenever a loan is pre-
paid after interest rates have risen. The
lender can reinvest the prepaid funds at a
higher interest rate, resulting in greater
gain for the lender. Thus, the lender is not
damaged by prepayment, and enforce-
ment of the premium creates a windfall
for the lender.
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(2) Calculating the market rate based on a stan-
dard rate inherently lower than the market for
loans similar to the prepaid loan. To increase
the differential between the contract rate
and the market rate, some lenders will
define the market rate in relation to a
low-risk security with a yield that always
trails the yield for the relevant commer-
cial loan market. Lenders will often
define the market rate as a Treasury bill
rate with a similar maturity date. Because
a commercial lender lends money at a
rate greater than the Treasury bill rate of
comparable maturity in the first place,
basing the prepayment premium on the
Treasury bill rate assumes that the lender
will not be able to relend the money at a
rate greater than the Treasury bill rate—
an assumption that is almost always
false.12 Once again, the difference
between the contract rate and the current
market (Treasury bill) rate overcompen-
sates the lender.

(3) Failing to discount to present value. The
receipt of money today is more valuable
than its receipt in the future. Accordingly,
if a yield maintenance premium requires
the borrower to presently prepay the
interest due on the loan, minus the inter-
est the lender will be able to obtain by
relending the money, the lender is over-
compensated. In the absence of prepay-
ment, the lender would receive the inter-
est payments over time. The immediate
payment of the interest creates a windfall
to the lender. Therefore, a reasonable
yield maintenance premium must dis-
count the prepaid interest to present
value, preferably at the current market
rate in the industry for similar loans.

(4) Failing to account for amortization.
Typically, a loan will require payment of
at least a portion of the principal during
the loan term. Thus, the size of the inter-
est payments at the end of the loan will
be less than those at the beginning. A
yield maintenance premium that does
not account for the decrease in interest
payments over the life of the loan again
overcompensates the lender.13

The Preservation of Damages Clause
Occasionally, loan agreements will not spec-
ify a fixed prepayment fee or an express for-
mula for determining a prepayment premi-
um but will merely provide that in the event
of prepayment, the lender is entitled to all

damages resulting from such prepayment.14

In the face of such a provision, it is the
authors’ opinion that the courts should
establish a rebuttable presumption that the
lender’s damages should be based on a yield
maintenance formula: the lender’s damages
equal the difference between the contract
rate of interest and the market rate of inter-
est on a similar loan, measured at the time of
prepayment and discounted to the present
value.

Treatment of Prepayment
Premiums Under State Law

In General
A prepayment premium that is unenforce-
able under state law is unenforceable in
bankruptcy.15 Therefore, before discussing
the treatment of prepayment premiums
under the Bankruptcy Code, we must dis-
cuss prepayment premiums under state
law.16

Prepayments and Acceleration

The Perfect Tender in Time Rule
In most jurisdictions in the United States, a
commercial borrower does not have a right
to prepay a loan unless the right is expressly
supplied in the loan documents.17 This is
called the perfect tender in time rule. The
borrower must pay the precise amount pre-
cisely when due. Most courts will not force a
lender to accept a borrower’s tendered pre-
payment.18

The perfect tender in time rule makes
sense because a loan agreement actually con-
sists of multiple separate promised perform-
ances.19 If a breach occurs, unless the lender
accelerates under an acceleration provision,
the lender may sue to recover only the
missed payments and not the payments due
in the future because the borrower has not
yet breached those promises of future per-
formance.

However, if a borrower does prepay, the
lender should be entitled to demand any
damages resulting from the prepayment as a
condition to its acceptance of the prepay-
ment. This follows from general principles of
contract law. A contracting party is entitled
to receive the benefit of its bargain. The
lender typically bargains to receive a fixed
monthly payment based on a set rate of
interest. When that bargain is breached and
when the lender is unable to relend the pre-
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paid money in a comparable loan at an equal
rate of interest, the lender is damaged.

However, the lender is not entitled to a
return of the principal plus all the interest
that the loan would have generated during
its term, since the revenue stream the loan
would have generated must be discounted
to the present value.

The lender should also have a duty to
mitigate its damages by reinvesting the
money in a similar investment with the high-
est possible yield.20 Accordingly, the
lender’s compensation should be based on
the yield maintenance formula discussed
earlier in this article. The lender’s damages
are reduced by the lender’s duty to mitigate
its losses. In other words, the lender’s com-
pensation should equal the interest the loan
would have earned at the contract rate,
minus the interest the prepaid funds will
earn at the market rate at the time of prepay-
ment, discounted to the present value.

Under this analysis, a yield maintenance
premium simply restates the concept of
expectation damages, the legal remedy for
breach of the loan agreement designed to
place the nonbreaching party in as good a
position as if the loan agreement was never
breached.

Acceleration
In response to the transaction costs associ-
ated with litigating separate payment
breaches, lenders almost always include
acceleration clauses in their loan agree-
ments. These clauses allow a lender to accel-
erate the principal amount due under the
loan. Once the lender elects to accelerate the
loan, the principal becomes immediately
due and owing, along with any accrued
interest, charges, and fees.

However, by electing to accelerate, the
lender should lose its right to claim or
receive damages resulting from the prepay-
ment. Once the lender accelerates the loan,
the balance becomes immediately due and
owing. The maturity date is accelerated. The
borrower cannot possibly prepay amounts
that are presently due. Rather, payment of
the accelerated principal is necessarily pay-
ment at maturity due to the nature of accel-
eration. Since nothing is prepaid, the lender
should not be entitled to a prepayment pre-
mium.21

Further, the prepayment occurred not by
the choice of the borrower but through the

lender’s election of remedies. The lender
could have retained its original bargain by
electing not to accelerate and instead by fil-
ing suit to recover for each breach of the loan
agreement.

The Loan Agreement May Expressly
Preserve Prepayment Premiums on
Acceleration
In response to the cases denying that prepay-
ment premiums are caused by a lender’s
acceleration, lenders now typically draft
their loan agreements to expressly preserve
the right to receive prepayment premiums
after loan acceleration. Courts regularly
enforce such preservation provisions after an
acceleration resulting from the borrower’s
default.22

Prepayment Premiums as Alternative
Performance
Express prepayment premiums are usually
characterized by the courts either as (1) an
alternative method of performance under
the loan agreement or (2) a liquidated dam-
ages provision. The first is a charge intended
as consideration for permission to prepay
the loan, and the second is a remedy for the
borrower’s default.

Some courts have decided that loan pre-
payments, especially voluntary prepay-
ments, are simply an alternative perform-
ance of the loan contract.23 Often, this is a
matter of contract interpretation and may
also turn on whether the borrower made a
voluntary prepayment.

Courts following the alternative perform-
ance theory interpret the loan agreement as
providing the borrower with two options: (1)
repaying the loan principal according to the
schedule and at the rate of interest set out in
the loan agreement or (2) prepaying the prin-
cipal along with all accrued interest and pay-
ing the prepayment premium. Under this
theory, the prepayment premium is simply a
bargained-for consideration for the right to
prepay the loan. Thus, if a borrower makes
the choice to prepay, there is no breach of the
contract and the prepayment premium is
fully enforceable, even if excessive.24

Courts should apply this theory to situa-
tions only where the prepayment is, in fact,
voluntary.25 As persuasively argued by
Professor Whitman, even excessive prepay-
ment premiums may result in efficient out-
comes where the two parties are able and
willing to negotiate.26 If the borrower would



save more by prepaying than the lender
would lose, the parties should be able to
reach a settlement making both parties bet-
ter off.27

However, once the borrower breaches the
contract, the lender is entitled only to its
damages. Damages are designed to put the
nonbreaching party in the same position as if
no breach had occurred. Under the alterna-
tive performance theory, had no breach
occurred, the lender would have received
either (1) payments as scheduled by the loan
agreement or (2) the prepayment of the
entire principal amount of the loan coupled
with a prepayment premium. The lender has
no choice of what performance it receives.
Therefore, the lender is put in the same posi-
tion as if no breach had occurred if it receives
damages designed to compensate it for either
alternative performance.

In other words, the lender has bargained
for one of two performances by the borrow-
er. The borrower chooses which perform-
ance to deliver. If the borrower fails to deliv-
er either, then the lender must be compensat-
ed so that it receives damages for one of the
two performances. Thus, the borrower may
choose to compensate the lender either for
not paying the scheduled payments or for
not prepaying and paying the prepayment
premium. The lender receives the benefit of
its bargain if it receives damages based on
either of these alternative performances.28

Prepayment Premiums as Liquidated
Damages
Many courts refuse to follow the alternative
performance theory and hold that prepay-
ment premiums should be construed as a liq-
uidated damages provision subject to state
law.29 This is especially true in cases where
prepayment or defaults are clearly not vol-
untary.

The Restatement (Second) of Contracts
states that a liquidated damages provision is
enforceable where the damages are difficult
to prove and the liquidated damages provi-
sion is reasonable in amount.30 The more dif-
ficult the proof of damages, the more leeway
is provided on the reasonableness require-
ment, and vice versa.31

Michigan follows the general rule that
liquidated damages may be awarded if (1)
the liquidated damages provision is a rea-
sonable estimate of what damages will be in
the event of breach and (2) the amount of

damages is of a type impossible or exceed-
ingly difficult to calculate at the time of
breach. As the Michigan Supreme Court stat-
ed in Curran v Williams,

The purpose in permitting a stipula-
tion of damages as compensation is
to render certain and definite that
which appears to be uncertain and
not easily proven. The courts recog-
nize that the parties, particularly at
the time of execution of the instru-
ment, are in as good a position as
anyone to arrive at a fair amount of
damages for a subsequent breach. In
the event they are not uncon-
scionable or excessive courts will
not disturb it. Just compensation for
the injuries sustained is the principle
at which the law attempts to arrive.
Courts will not permit parties to
stipulate unreasonable sums as
damages, and where such an
attempt is made have held them
penalties and therefore void and
unenforceable.32

Where a liquidated damages provision is
found to be unenforceable, the loan is read as
if the provision never existed. Therefore, a
lender retains any rights to compensation for
prepayment that it has in the absence of an
express prepayment premium.33

Many jurisdictions, including Michigan,
focus on the reasonableness and ease of
proof of liquidated damages ex ante, that is,
at the time the contract was executed rather
than at the time of breach.34 Accordingly,
prepayment premiums must be difficult to
prove and reasonable in amount at the time
the loan is entered into. Alternative
approaches require that liquidated damages
be (1) reasonable at the time of breach35 or
(2) reasonable either ex ante or at the time of
breach.36

Damages resulting from prepayment pre-
miums are relatively easy to determine at the
time of breach using a yield maintenance
formula. However, they cannot be accurate-
ly estimated at the time of contracting. This
is because the market rate of interest at the
time of breach cannot be known ex ante.
Accordingly, prepayment premiums usually
satisfy the requirement that damages must
be difficult to determine in states, such as
Michigan, that have adopted the ex ante
approach.

Many courts 
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Prepayment premiums have more diffi-
culty passing the reasonable estimation of
damages test. Under this test, the court 
must be satisfied that the amount of the pre-
payment premium is designed to compen-
sate the lender, rather than penalize the 
borrower.

It is questionable whether fixed premi-
ums should ever be considered to be reason-
able. By failing to take into account future
interest rate changes, the fixed fee, no matter
its amount or how it is calculated, will
always be arbitrary.37 It might even turn out
that the fixed fee was a precisely accurate
measurement of actual damages. However,
at the time of contracting, the fixed fee was,
at best, a guess of the potential damages, if
any, which the lender would incur because
of prepayment.38 While making reasonable
guesses as to potential damages is the
essence of liquidated damages, the purpose
of a fixed fee as compensation rather than as
premium is questionable where compensa-
tion can easily be more accurately calculated
with a yield maintenance premium.

In contrast, yield maintenance premiums
are calculated based directly on the interest
rate in place at the time the prepayment 
premium is imposed and can, therefore, 
be designed to estimate damages very accu-
rately. For this same reason, it is also easy to
design prepayment premiums to overcom-
pensate the lender by presuming a loss,
using an inherently low standard, failing to
discount to present value, or failing to
account for amortization.39 A prepayment
premium designed to overcompensate the
lender abandons the concept of compensa-
tion and works as a penalty.40

Although a creditor generally may prove
its damages after a liquidated damages
clause is rejected as an unenforceable 
penalty, this should not be allowed in the
case of prepayment premiums triggered by
the lender’s own acceleration. Because the
lender elected to accelerate the loan, the loan
matures and no prepayment occurs. The
lender, therefore, may collect a prepayment
penalty after accelerating the loan only if the
loan agreement specifically provides that the
prepayment premium is enforceable after
acceleration. However, if that prepayment
premium is determined to be an unenforce-
able penalty and is rejected, enforcement of
the premium after acceleration should also
be denied.41

Other State Law Defenses to Prepayment
Premiums
Borrowers might also successfully shield
themselves from prepayment premiums
under state law by arguing that the premi-
um is usurious, an unreasonable restraint 
on alienation, or unconscionable and inequit-
able. For a court to find that a prepayment
premium is usurious, it must first find that
the premium constitutes interest that
exceeds the lawful rate allowed in that juris-
diction.42 In many jurisdictions, including
Michigan, there is rarely a real danger that a
loan may become usurious. Not only are the
usury statutes generous,43 but commercial
lenders typically include usury savings
clauses that cap interest rates before they
become usurious.44

The combination of a prepayment 
premium with a due on sale provision has
been held to be an unreasonable restraint on
alienation.45 However, this argument has
been severely weakened in the state of
Michigan by the holding in Eyde Bros Dev Co
v Equitable Life Assurance Soc’y of the United
States.46 This case held that because
Michigan has expressly approved of due on
sale clauses by statute in MCL 445.1622, the
combination of a due on sale clause and a
prepayment premium is not an unreason-
able restraint on alienation.

Finally, a prepayment premium may be
so excessive that a court will refuse to
enforce it because it is unconscionable.
However, between sophisticated parties to a
commercial loan, courts should not refuse to
enforce a prepayment premium because of
unconscionability except under highly
unusual circumstances where enforcement
would create highly inequitable results that
shock the court’s conscience.

Prepayment Premiums in
Bankruptcy

In General
Two primary goals of bankruptcy are to reor-
ganize businesses and to maximize the value
of the assets for distribution to creditors.
Rewarding a lender with an excessive pre-
payment premium squarely conflicts with
these goals. Enforcement of the prepayment
premium takes funds out of the bankruptcy
estate which otherwise would be used to
reorganize the debtor’s business and make
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distributions to creditors. Thus, from a 
policy standpoint, where the prepayment
premium is reasonable and compensates 
the lender only for actual damages, the pre-
mium should be allowed as part of the
lender’s claim. However, where the
prepremium is excessive and would gener-
ate a windfall to the lender, it should be dis-
allowed.

Bankruptcy courts typically employ a
two-prong test to determine whether a pre-
payment premium is enforceable in bank-
ruptcy: is the premium (1) enforceable under
state law and (2) enforceable under 11 USC
506(b).47 This article has already discussed
enforceability under state law, so now we
turn to section 506(b).48

Section 506(b) and Oversecured Creditors
Section 506(b) states:

To the extent that an allowed
secured claim is secured by property
the value of which, after any recov-
ery under subsection (c) of this sec-
tion, is greater than the amount of
such claim, there shall be allowed to
the holder of such claim, interest on
such claim, and any reasonable fees,
costs, or charges provided for under
the agreement under which such
claim arose.

Section 506(b) allows an oversecured
creditor in a bankruptcy case to collect fees,
costs, or charges to which it would be enti-
tled outside of bankruptcy, but only if rea-
sonable and only if provided for under the
agreement between the creditor and the
debtor. The fees, costs, or charges are, in
effect, added to, and become a part of, the
creditor’s secured claim. “Oversecured”
means that the value of the collateral secur-
ing the creditor’s claim exceeds the amount
of the claim.49

For example, a lender that holds a first
mortgage on a building worth $500,000
securing a debt of $300,000 is oversecured by
$200,000. Consequently, the lender is entitled
to receive in the bankruptcy case any reason-
able fees, costs, or charges provided for in
the loan agreement, such as attorney fees,
late charges and prepayment premiums. In
contrast, had the building been worth only
$250,000, the lender would have been under-
secured and not entitled to any of these
charges in the bankruptcy case.

Section 506(b) Applies to Prepayment
Premiums in Bankruptcy
The initial question is whether section 506(b)
applies at all to prepayment premiums. The
vast majority of courts have concluded that
prepayment premiums are charges under
section 506(b), regardless of whether the pre-
payment is voluntary or involuntary.50

At least one court has questioned
whether a prepayment premium is subject to
section 506(b) where the loan documents
provide that the prepayment premium is
due on acceleration and the lender has accel-
erated before the bankruptcy filing.51 The
rationale is that because the prepayment pre-
mium was triggered before bankruptcy, the
premium already became part of the
lender’s claim as of the petition date under
section 50252 and part of the secured claim
under section 506(a). This argument is
flawed, however, because the premium is a
claim that arises when the borrower pre-
pays, not when the lender accelerates.

Liquidated damages mature at the time
of breach.53 Here, the breach that a prepay-
ment premium is designed to remedy is nei-
ther the breach of the loan agreement nor the
lender’s acceleration of the loan (which is
not itself a breach but a remedy for a prior
breach) but the breach of the perfect tender
in time rule—the actual prepayment. 54 This
breach occurs when the borrower prepays
the loan but fails to pay the prepayment pre-
mium at that time. Only then can the lender
maintain an action for breach of the prepay-
ment premium obligation.55

On the other hand, if the loan documents
do clearly provide that the premium is trig-
gered by the lender’s acceleration and deter-
mined at the date of acceleration, then the
premium is, in fact, an acceleration premi-
um.56 Such a premium should not be
enforced as a matter of state law. The
lender’s damages, if any, must result from
the borrower’s act of prepayment, not from
the lender’s election to accelerate.57

This point is proved by the consequences
of deceleration. The lender and the borrower
can always agree to decelerate the loan. If the
loan is decelerated, there will be no prepay-
ment. As a result, the lender suffers no dam-
ages from prepayment. The prepayment pre-
mium, therefore, has no relation to accelera-
tion but only to actual prepayment.
Accordingly, any claim arising from acceler-
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ation, as opposed to arising from prepay-
ment, is an unreasonable estimation of the
damages resulting from acceleration and
should, therefore, be regarded as an unen-
forceable penalty under state liquidated
damages law.

Section 506(b) Should Be Read to Strictly
Limit Prepayment Premiums

In General
The next, and more controversial question, is
how to apply section 506(b) to prepayment
premiums that have, presumably, already
passed the reasonableness test incorporated
in the applicable state’s liquidated damages
law.

Section 506 Requires Analysis of
Prepayment Premiums Independent 
from the State Law Analysis
Too many bankruptcy courts have accepted
the tempting but incorrect notion that if a
prepayment premium is reasonable under
state law, it must therefore be reasonable
under federal law. Although bankruptcy
courts generally claim to conduct separate
analyses under both state and federal law,
the standard used to determine a prepay-
ment premium’s reasonableness often paral-
lels the standard used by the state courts.58

Section 506(b) then becomes nothing but a
repetition of state law. This is incorrect
because section 506(b) is a federal statute,
wholly independent of state law. If section
506(b) merely parroted state law, section
506(b) would be subject to fifty different
interpretations based on each state’s idea of
what is reasonable. The better conclusion is
that section 506(b) is a federal standard that
must be interpreted based solely on federal
law.59

State standards should also not be relied
on because state law typically accepts liqui-
dated damages as reasonable if they were
reasonable estimates of potential damages at
the time the contract was entered into.
Section 506(b) is not so generous. Section
506(b) requires that each item of fees, costs,
and charges be reasonable and not merely a
reasonable estimate. The most natural read-
ing and, arguably, the plain meaning of the
statute require that the charge be reasonable
on the date it is imposed. While reasonable
estimates at the time of contract may pass
muster as enforceable liquidated damages
under state law, only fees, costs, and charges

proven to be reasonable at the time of impo-
sition satisfy section 506(b).

Section 506(b) Should Require
Prepayment Charges to Closely
Approximate Actual Damages as
Measured by the Yield Maintenance
Formula
The standard for determining reasonable-
ness should be either the lender’s actual loss
or the lender’s estimated damages using a
yield maintenance formula.60 The lender
bears the burden of proof under section
506(b).61 Therefore, if the lender believes the
yield maintenance formula underestimates
its actual damages, it is the lender’s burden
to prove its damages.

Accordingly, the argument against
enforcing fixed-fee type prepayment premi-
ums becomes much stronger in bankruptcy.
Even if a fixed fee was a reasonable estimate
of a lender’s damages at the time the con-
tract is executed, it may prove to be exces-
sive as of the date of prepayment, based on
the market conditions at that time. An exces-
sive prepayment might be enforceable in
state courts under these circumstances but
should not be enforced in bankruptcy. If a
prepayment premium overcompensates a
lender, the premium should be deemed
unreasonable.62

In contrast, state-liquidated damages
laws in jurisdictions that look primarily to
the time of contracting may reject a prepay-
ment premium that was an unreasonable
estimate when agreed to but later proves to
be accurate. Because prepayment premiums
are enforceable in bankruptcy only if
enforceable under state law and only if rea-
sonable under section 506(b), a borrower cer-
tainly could argue that for a lender to receive
a prepayment premium in bankruptcy, the
premium must be reasonable both at the
time the contract was entered into and at the
time the premium is assessed.

Bankruptcy courts should also impose a
strict standard on yield maintenance premi-
ums included in the loan agreement. The
yield maintenance provision used by a
lender should not have to exactly match
what the judge considers to be the most
accurate formula. However, a lender should
be expected to use a yield maintenance for-
mula that is not designed to overcompensate
the lender through distortions that (1) pre-
sume a loss, (2) use an inherently low inter-
est rate standard, (3) fail to discount to pres-



ent value, or (4) fail to account for amortiza-
tion.63 Inclusion of such distortions consti-
tutes an intentional departure from the prin-
ciple of fair compensation and should not be
tolerated.

If the Prepayment Premium Is
Unreasonable Under Section 506(b), Courts
Should Refuse to Enforce the Premium in
Its Entirety
Courts are also split on whether an unrea-
sonable prepayment premium in violation of
section 506(b) should be allowed to the
extent of the lender’s actual damages or sim-
ply denied in its entirety.64 Bankruptcy
courts may be willing to rewrite an unrea-
sonably high prepayment premium provi-
sion to reach a reasonable amount. Lenders,
however, would then be encouraged to
inflate their prepayment premiums knowing
that the bankruptcy courts will still enforce
them to the extent that they are determined
to be reasonable.

In contrast, if the premium is denied in its
entirety, some good-faith lenders may be
denied compensation for actual losses.
Striking the entire prepayment premium
impairs the benefit that the lender bargained
for as part of the initial transaction. This
approach is likely to result in more flexible
standards of reasonableness because courts
will be reluctant to void the entire charge in
cases where the lender suffered obvious
damage. Accordingly, policy arguments
point in both directions.

The issue, however, may best be resolved
through statutory construction. Did
Congress enact section 506(b) with the intent
of allowing only reasonable charges and dis-
allowing unreasonable charges, or did
Congress intend to allow all charges but only
to the extent that they are reasonable?

We believe the better answer is that if the
loan agreement fails to provide for a reason-
able charge, no charge should be allowed
under section 506(b). The statute allows only
“reasonable fees, costs, or charges provided
for under the agreement . . . .” If a charge is
excessive, it is not allowed. If a charge is rea-
sonable but not provided for in the parties’
agreement, it is not allowed. A loan agree-
ment that provides for an excessive prepay-
ment premium does not also provide a rea-
sonable prepayment premium. Thus, once
an excessive premium is struck as unreason-
able, the loan no longer contains any

enforceable provision for a prepayment pre-
mium.65

A court should think twice about invok-
ing equitable powers to allow the charges to
the extent that they are reasonable.66 There is
no equitable reason why a lender that draft-
ed an unreasonable prepayment premium
should be allowed to recover its actual dam-
ages while a lender that included no prepay-
ment provision in its loan agreement is
allowed to recover nothing.67

Other Possible Defenses to Prepayment
Premiums

Unmatured Interest
Under section 502(b)(2), claims in bankrupt-
cy are not allowed to the extent that they
represent unmatured interest. At least one
court has held that a prepayment premium
should not be allowed pursuant to section
502(b)(2) because the purpose of the prepay-
ment premium is to compensate a lender for
anticipated interest lost through prepay-
ment.68 According to the Ridgewood Apts
decision, the prepayment premium as com-
pensation for lost interest constitutes unma-
tured interest.

However, courts that have determined
that prepayment premiums are liquidated
damages provisions will probably not apply
section 502(b)(2), because liquidated 
damages mature at the time of breach.69

They therefore constitute damages and not
interest.

Unconscionable or Inequitable
Consequences
As with state courts, bankruptcy courts occa-
sionally deny a prepayment premium for 
the reason that enforcing the premium will
have unconscionable or inequitable conse-
quences.70 However, it is doubtful whether
prepayment premiums that are otherwise
enforceable under state law and are found 
to be reasonable under section 506(b) should
ever be disallowed because of equitable 
considerations.71

Reinstatement of the Loan
Section 1124(2)72 allows a debtor in Chapter
11 (business reorganization) to reinstate a
loan on its preacceleration terms after curing
any defaults.73 Consequently, a Chapter 11
debtor can often simply avoid prepaying the
loan. Actual prepayment is a prerequisite to
a lender’s entitlement to a prepayment pre-
mium.74 Therefore, by avoiding prepay-

The vast
majority of
courts have
concluded
that 
prepayment
premiums 
are charges
under section
506(b),
regardless of
whether the
prepayment is
voluntary or
involuntary.
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ment, the debtor avoids the prepayment 
premium.75

Conclusion
The prepayment premium sword is an
important weapon in the lender’s arsenal. It
enables the lender to obtain the benefit of its
bargain even if a borrower refinances after 
a decrease in interest rates. Too often, how-
ever, the lender wields a sword too large for
its proper purposes in an attempt to not sim-
ply protect its bargained-for rights but also
to gain a windfall at the expense of a borrow-
er who has fallen on hard times.

A reasonable prepayment premium,
which accurately estimates the lender’s
damages from prepayment, can be beneficial
to all parties and should be enforced.
However, an excessive prepayment premi-
um only provides a windfall to the lender
and should not be enforced. This is especial-
ly true in bankruptcy, where the lender
would obtain its windfall to the prejudice of
the debtor’s other creditors and tend to frus-
trate the ability of the debtor to reorganize.

Yield maintenance provisions can also
accurately, or overly, estimate a lender’s
damages from prepayment. In determining
whether a yield maintenance provision is
enforceable, courts should blunt provisions
that overcompensate lenders and shield the
debtor from them. Bankruptcy courts espe-
cially should never allow lenders to receive
more than their actual damages and, at least
in some circumstances, should foil enforce-
ment of excessive prepayment premiums in
toto.
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